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Abstract

Opinion summarization focuses on generat-001
ing summaries that reflect popular opinions of002
multiple reviews for a single entity (e.g., a ho-003
tel or a product.) While generated summaries004
offer general and concise information about a005
particular entity, the information may be insuf-006
ficient to help the user compare multiple en-007
tities. Thus, the user may still struggle with008
the question “Which one should I pick?” In009
this paper, we propose the comparative opin-010
ion summarization task, which aims at gener-011
ating two contrastive summaries and one com-012
mon summary from two given sets of reviews013
of different entities. We develop a comparative014
summarization framework COCOSUM, which015
consists of two few-shot summarization mod-016
els that jointly generate contrastive and com-017
mon summaries. Experimental results on a018
newly created benchmark COCOTRIP show019
that COCOSUM can produce higher-quality020
contrastive and common summaries than state-021
of-the-art opinion summarization models.022

1 Introduction023

Widely available online customer reviews help024

users with decision-making in a variety of domains025

(e.g., hotel, restaurant, or company.) After creating026

a list of candidate entities based on initial condi-027

tions (e.g., area, price range, restaurant type), the028

user often has to compare a few entities in depth029

by carefully reading the reviews to make a final030

decision (Payne et al., 1991). However, it is time-031

consuming and difficult for the user to detect dif-032

ferences and similarities between the entities, as033

those pieces of information are often scattered in034

different reviews.035

The recent success of neural summarization tech-036

niques and the growth of online review platforms037

led to establishing the field of multi-document opin-038

ion summarization (Chu and Liu, 2019; Bražinskas039

et al., 2020b; Amplayo and Lapata, 2020; Iso et al.,040

2021), whose goal is to generate a summary that041
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Figure 1: Overview of the comparative opinion sum-
marization task. The model takes two set of reviews
about different entities to generate two contrastive opin-
ion summaries, which contain distinctive opinions, and
one common opinion summary, which describes com-
mon opinions between the two entities.

represents salient opinions in input reviews. How- 042

ever, existing opinion summarization techniques 043

are designed to generate a single-entity opinion 044

summary that reflects popular opinions for each 045

entity, without taking into account contrastive and 046

common opinions that are uniquely (commonly) 047

mentioned in each entity (both entities) as depicted 048

in Figure 1. Therefore, the user still needs to fig- 049

ure out which opinions are distinctive or common 050

between the entities by carefully reading and com- 051

paring summaries generated by existing opinion 052

summarization solutions. 053

To this end, we take one step beyond the cur- 054

rent scope of opinion summarization and propose 055

a novel task of generating contrastive and common 056
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Figure 2: Illustration of Co-decoding: (a) For contrastive summary generation, distinctive words are emphasized by
contrasting the token probability distribution of target entity against that of the counterpart entity. (b) For common
summary generation, entity-pair-specific words are highlighted by aggregating token probability distributions of
all base models to alleviate the overly generic summary generation issue.

summaries by comparing multiple entities, which057

we refer to as comparative opinion summarization.058

In contrast to the conventional single-entity opinion059

summarization task that makes a general summary060

for each entity, the goal of comparative opinion061

summarization is to generate two contrastive sum-062

maries and one common summary from two sets of063

reviews about two entities. Thus, the user can easily064

understand distinctive and common opinions about065

multiple entities. In this paper, we consider pair-066

wise comparison as it is the most common choice067

and the minimal unit for multiple comparisons.068

A key challenge of building a summarizer for069

the task is that the model has to correctly distin-070

guish what contrastive and common opinions from071

input reviews of two entities are. Existing opinion072

summarization models do not implement this func-073

tionality as they are designed to summarize popular074

opinions for a single entity.075

To address this issue, we develop a compara-076

tive opinion summarization framework COCOSUM,077

which consists of two base summarization models078

for contrastive and common opinion summary gen-079

eration. COCOSUM employs a novel Collaborative080

Decoding (Co-decoding) algorithm that jointly uses081

the two models for contrastive and common sum-082

mary generation. The main idea of Co-decoding083

is to jointly use two summarization models by ag-084

gregating the token probability distributions in the085

decoding step, so the models can generate more086

distinctive and entity-pair-specific summaries.087

Experimental results on a newly created bench-088

mark COCOTRIP show that COCOSUM with Co-089

decoding generate substantially high-quality con-090

trastive and common summaries compared to base-091

line models including state-of-the-art opinion sum-092

marization models.093

Our contributions are as follows:094

• We propose the novel task of comparative 095

opinion summarization, which takes two re- 096

view sets as input and outputs two contrastive 097

summaries and one common summary. 098

• We develop COCOSUM, which consists of 099

two base summarization models and imple- 100

ments a novel Co-decoding algorithm that fa- 101

cilitates generating distinctive and entity-pair- 102

specific summaries by aggregating the token 103

probability distributions of the models. 104

• We create and release a comparative opin- 105

ion summarization benchmark COCOTRIP 106

that contains manually written reference sum- 107

maries for 50 entity pairs. 108

2 Comparative Opinion Summarization 109

2.1 Problem Formulation 110

Let C be a corpus of reviews on entities from a 111

single domain (e.g., hotels.) For each entity e, we 112

define its review setRe = {re,1, re,2, . . . , re,|Re|}. 113

We define a contrastive summary of a target en- 114

tity A against a counterpart entity B y
A\B
cont as a 115

summary that describes salient opinions inRA but 116

not in RB . Similarly, we define a common sum- 117

mary yA∩Bcomm of entities A and B as a summary that 118

describes common opinions inRA andRB . Note 119

that yA∩Bcomm and yB∩A
comm are identical, thus we con- 120

sider a single common summary for an entity pair. 121

We formalize comparative opinion summariza- 122

tion as a task to generate two sets of contrastive 123

summaries yA\Bcont , yB\A
cont , and one common sum- 124

mary yA∩Bcomm from two sets of reviewsRA andRB 125

for a pair of entities A and B. Compared to exist- 126

ing summarization tasks, comparative opinion sum- 127

marization is the first work that aims to generate 128

abstractive summaries for contrastive and common 129

opinions. 130
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Task # of Ent Inp. Review # of Summ. Inp. len Summ. len Domain

COCOTRIP (This work) Contrastive 100 16 300 1529.4 132.9 HotelsCommon 50 150 20.3

Bražinskas et al. (2020a) Single 100 8 300 481.3 61.2 Businesses
Bražinskas et al. (2020a) Single 60 8 180 469.6 59.6 Products
Chu and Liu (2019) Single 200 8 200 581.1 70.4 Businesses
Bražinskas et al. (2020b) Single 60 8 180 473.4 59.8 Products

Table 1: Statistics of COCOTRIP and other benchmarks. COCOTRIP has a comparable corpus size against the
benchmarks while offering unique characteristics (i.e., three types of reference summaries for a pair of entities.)
The average input length in tokens is calculated using concatenated input reviews.

2.2 The COCOTRIP Corpus131

As the task requires three types of reference sum-132

maries for each entity pair, none of the existing133

benchmarks for single-entity opinion summariza-134

tion can be used for evaluation. Therefore, we135

create a comparative opinion summarization cor-136

pus COCOTRIP that contains human-written con-137

trastive and common summaries for 50 pairs of138

entities. We sampled the entity pairs and reviews139

from the TripAdvisor corpus (Wang et al., 2010).140

We sampled 16 reviews for every pair (i.e., 8141

reviews for each entity.) For every entity pair, we142

collected 3 gold-standard summaries written by143

different annotators for two contrastive summaries144

and one common summary. Details of the corpus145

creation process are described in Appendix.146

We summarize the COCOTRIP dataset and147

compare it with existing opinion summarization148

datasets in Table 1. Our dataset contains a similar149

scale of summaries to existing abstractive opinion150

summarization datasets, and the input reviews are151

about three times longer than others.152

3 COCOSUM153

For single-entity opinion summarization, input re-154

views can be used as pseudo summaries for training155

summarization models in a self-supervised fashion.156

This approach is not suitable for comparative opin-157

ion summarization as the task takes two sets of158

reviews for different entities to generate contrastive159

and common summaries, which have significantly160

different characteristics from the original review as161

supported by Table 1. In addition, recent studies162

have shown the effectiveness of pre-trained Trans-163

former models for summarization tasks (Zhang164

et al., 2020; Oved and Levy, 2021).165

Therefore, we use a few-shot learning approach166

that fine-tunes a pre-trained Transformer model167

using input reviews and corresponding reference168

summaries. However, while the few-shot learning169

approach helps the model acquire the writing style, 170

we found that it was not sufficient to learn to gener- 171

ate summaries that contain distinctive and common 172

opinions between two entities. This led us to design 173

a “collaborative” decoding solution Co-decoding, 174

which calculates the token probability distribution 175

based on two summarization models trained for 176

common and contrastive summary generation. 177

3.1 Base Summarization Model 178

COCOSUM consists of two summarization mod- 179

els that are separately fine-tuned using reference 180

contrastive and common summaries, respectively. 181

Both summarization models take concatenated re- 182

views of two entities as input. To distinguish which 183

reviews are about which entity, we introduce addi- 184

tional type embeddings into the input layer of the 185

encoder to distinguish which reviews are about the 186

target or counterpart entity, as shown in Figure 3. 187

For contrastive summary generation (i.e., 188

y
A\B
cont 6= y

B\A
cont ), we keep the original order of 189

the target entity and counterpart entity as the 190

model should recognize which one is the target en- 191

tity. Then, we fine-tune a pre-trained Transformer 192

model using reference summaries for entity pairs. 193

For common summary generation (i.e., yA∩Bcomm = 194

yB∩A
comm), the model should generate the same com- 195

mon summary for the same entity pair regardless of 196

the input order of review sets. Thus, we augment 197

training data by creating both concatenation orders 198

for fine-tuning. For the inference time, we create 199

two input sequences (i.e., A ∩B and B ∩ A) and 200

merge the token probability distributions of the two 201

sequences for a summary generation. 202

We refer to the base summarization model for 203

contrastive (common) summary generation as the 204

contrastive (common) summarization model. 205

3.2 Collaborative Decoding 206

Although few-shot learning is an effective solution 207

for training summarization models, the model may 208
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Figure 3: Encoder of the base summarization model
has type embeddings to distinguish the original entity.

not be sufficient to generate contrastive and com-209

mon summaries. This is because such models do210

not have the functionality to compare and contrast211

two summarization models for better contrastive212

and common summary generation. To incorporate213

direct interactions between models, we design a214

solution Co-decoding that uses two summarization215

models in the decoding phase, which would help216

generate better contrastive and common summaries217

than individual models as illustrated in Figure 2.218

We denote the token probability distribution219

of a model M ∈ {cont, comm} at t-th step by220

PM (Yt | y<t,RA,RB). The key idea of Co-221

decoding is to aggregate Pcont(·) and Pcomm(·) at222

each step, so the two models can collaboratively223

generate (1) contrastive summaries that contain224

distinctive opinions that do not appear in the coun-225

terpart review set and (2) common summaries that226

only contain common opinions that appear in both227

target and counterpart review sets.228

Contrastive Summary Generation To improve229

the distinctiveness of generated contrastive sum-230

maries that only contains entity-specific opinions,231

we consider penalizing the tokens that are likely232

to appear in the counterpart entity. That is, we use233

two token probability distributions and highlight234

tokens that are distinctive compared to the coun-235

terpart entity by using the token ratio distribution236

between them. We also introduce a trade-off hy-237

perparameter δ that controls the balance between238

the original token distribution and the token ratio239

distribution:240

p̂
A\B
cont (Yt) ∝ p

A\B
cont (Yt)

(
p
A\B
cont (Yt)

p
B\A
cont (Yt)

)δ
, (1)241

where pA\Bcont (Yt) := Pcont(Yt | y<t,RA,RB) is the242

token probability for a contrastive summary ŷA\Bcont .243

Note that for both pA\Bcont (Yt) and pB\A
cont (Yt), we use244

the same prefix y<t. For the other contrastive sum-245

mary ŷB\A
cont , the token probability can be obtained246

by swapping A and B in Eq. (1).247

Co-decoding for contrastive summary genera-248

tion is illustrated in Figure 2 (a). The intuition249

behind this approach is that the token ratio distribu-250

tion p
A\B
cont (Yt)

p
B\A
cont (Yt)

(i.e., A ∧ ¬B) highlights distinctive 251

tokens that are relatively unique to the target entity, 252

which are emphasized by combining with the orig- 253

inal token distribution. This can be considered a 254

variant of Product-of-Experts (PoE) (Hinton, 2002; 255

Liu et al., 2021), which models Logical AND with 256

multiple probabilistic distributions. 257

Common Summary Generation Common 258

summaries should contain common opinions that 259

are about a given pair of entities. However, we 260

observe that simply fine-tuned summarization 261

models tend to generate overly generic summaries 262

that can be true for any entity pair. 263

To incorporate the entity-specific information 264

into the common summary, we design Co-decoding 265

to use the sum of the token probability distributions 266

of the contrastive summarization model, which is 267

then combined with the original token probability 268

distribution using a trade-off hyperparameter γ: 269

p̂A∩Bcomm(Yt) ∝ pA∩Bcomm(Yt) + γ
∑

E∈{A\B,B\A}

pEcont(Yt),

(2)

270

where pA∩Bcomm(Yt) := Pcomm(Yt | y<t,RA,RB) is 271

the token probability distribution of the common 272

summary model. 273

Co-decoding for common summary generation 274

is illustrated in Figure 2 (b). The intuition behind 275

this approach is that we first identify salient to- 276

kens for the input entity pair by adding the token 277

probability distributions of contrastive summaries: 278

p
A\B
cont (Yt) + p

B\A
cont (Yt) (i.e., A ∨B), which is then 279

combined with the original distribution using the 280

trade-off hyperparameter γ. This can be consid- 281

ered a variant of Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) (Ja- 282

cobs et al., 1991), which models Logical OR with 283

multiple probabilistic distributions and is suitable 284

for interpolating the token probability distribution 285

of models with different characteristics. 286

We would like to emphasize that Co-decoding is 287

a token probability distribution calculation method 288

for comparative opinion summarization based on 289

two summarization models; thus, it is flexible of 290

the choice of the base summarization model and 291

the decoding algorithm. 292

4 Evaluation 293

4.1 Experimental Settings 294

We used COCOTRIP for the evaluation. For ro- 295

bust evaluation, we ran the training and evaluation 296
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Contrastive Common Pair
R1 ↑ R2 ↑ RL ↑ R1 ↑ R2 ↑ RL ↑ DS ↑

Unsupervised Extaractive
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 23.28 3.68 13.85 21.82 4.17 14.50 43.69
LexRankBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) 27.64 5.31 15.89 22.38 4.54 15.44 40.51

Unsupervised Abstractive
MeanSum (Chu and Liu, 2019) 33.72 7.83 19.61 13.77 0.98 10.56 70.04
OpinionDigest (Suhara et al., 2020) 37.27 8.91 20.77 21.01 4.02 14.87 72.94
CopyCat (Bražinskas et al., 2020b) 23.19 6.43 16.23 35.35 11.55 24.05 39.34
BiMeanVAE (Iso et al., 2021) 37.87 9.82 22.20 37.07 14.17 26.39 40.59

COCOSUM 39.05 10.17 21.51 39.38 15.06 30.11 80.02
w/o Co-decoding 40.96 11.19 23.15 40.36 16.14 31.48 74.40

Human upper bound 47.29 12.75 26.15 49.11 18.25 37.76 78.59

Table 2: ROUGE scores (summarization quality) for contrastive and common summaries on COCOTRIP and the
distinctiveness score (DS) of generated summaries. CoCoSum significantly improves the distinctiveness while
keeping high summarization quality.

process 5 times with different train/dev/test splits297

(40%/20%/40%) and report the average scores.298

For both contrastive and common summariza-299

tion models, we fine-tuned a pre-trained LED300

model (Beltagy et al., 2020), which uses sparse301

attention to handle long sequences and thus is302

suitable for the purpose.1 We used Adam opti-303

mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a linear sched-304

uler with an initial learning rate of 0.002 and a305

warm-up step of 1000. For Co-decoding, we used306

top-p vocabulary (Holtzman et al., 2020), which is307

the smallest token set whose cumulative probability308

exceeds p, with p = 0.9 for pA\Bcont (Yt), p
B\A
cont (Yt),309

and pA∩Bcomm(Yt). We used Beam Search with a width310

of 4. We chose δ and γ using the dev set.311

We compare COCOSUM with a variety of opin-312

ion summarization models as baselines, namely313

LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004), Mean-314

Sum (Chu and Liu, 2019), OpinionDigest (Suhara315

et al., 2020), CopyCat (Bražinskas et al., 2020b),316

and BiMeanVAE (Iso et al., 2021).317

4.2 Automatic Evaluation318

Evaluation Metrics For summarization quality,319

we use ROUGE 1/2/L F1 scores (Lin, 2004)2 as au-320

tomatic evaluation based on reference summaries.321

To evaluate the distinctiveness of generated sum-322

maries, we calculate the average distinctiveness323

score (DS) between generated contrastive sum-324

maries and common summaries for all entity pairs325

defined as follows:326

DS = 1−
∑

(i,j)∈I(2) |Vi ∩ Vj | − 2|
⋂
i∈I Vi|

|
⋃
i∈I Vi|

,327

1
https://huggingface.co/allenai/led-base-16384

2
https://github.com/Diego999/py-rouge

where I = {A,B,C}, I(2) is the 2-subsets of I 328

and VA, VB , VC denote the token sets of two gen- 329

erated contrastive summaries ŷA\Bcont , ŷB\A
cont , and a 330

generated common summary ŷA∩Bcomm, respectively. 331

Results As shown in Table 2, COCOSUM out- 332

performs the baseline methods for the ROUGE 333

scores (summarization quality) and the distinctive- 334

ness score (DS), showing the effectiveness of few- 335

shot learning and Co-decoding. Comparing the 336

ROUGE scores by COCOSUM and COCOSUM 337

w/o Co-decoding, we confirm that Co-decoding 338

sacrifices the summarization performance as ex- 339

pected while significantly improving the distinc- 340

tiveness, achieving the same quality level as the 341

gold-standard summaries. 342

Among the baseline methods, BiMeanVAE 343

shows the highest ROUGE scores while perform- 344

ing poorly for the distinctiveness score. Although 345

MeanSum and OpinionDigest show high distinc- 346

tiveness scores, they show significantly worse per- 347

formance on the common summary generation task. 348

The results indicate it is challenging for existing 349

opinion summarization models to improve the dis- 350

tinctiveness of generated summaries while keeping 351

them high-quality for both of the tasks. 352

4.3 Human Evaluation 353

First, we show human annotators four summaries, 354

including three summaries generated by COCO- 355

SUM, COCOSUM w/o Co-decoding, and BiMean- 356

VAE, and one human-written summary. We then 357

ask annotators to select the best and worst summary 358

according to three different criteria, i.e., informa- 359

tiveness, coherence, and non-redundancy. We then 360

calculate the scores using best-worst scaling (Lou- 361

viere et al., 2015) with values ranging from -1.0 362
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Coherent Informative Non-redundant
−0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

Human
BiMeanVAE

CoCoSum w/o co-decoding
CoCoSum

Figure 4: Human evaluation with best-worst scaling.

Not Partial Overlap

BiMeanVAE 18.5% 21.3% 60.2%
COCOSUM 76.4% 9.0% 14.6%

w/o Co-decoding 58.0% 22.0% 20.0%

Table 3: Human evaluation on content overlap

(unanimously worst) to +1.0 (unanimously best).363

As shown in Figure 4, human-written summaries364

show much better performance than the automati-365

cally generated summaries. While among the auto-366

matically generated summaries, COCOSUM shows367

better performance on all three criteria.368

Second, we ask human annotators to evaluate the369

overlapped content between the contrastive sum-370

maries and the common summary for a given en-371

tity pair. More specifically, for every sentence in372

the summary, we ask human annotators to judge373

if its content is overlap, partially overlap, or not374

overlap with the other two summaries. Accord-375

ing to the problem formulation, less overlap, i.e.,376

not or partially overlap, is preferred. As shown377

in Table 3, COCOSUM is significantly better than378

COCOSUM w/o Co-decoding, and is substantially379

better than BiMeanVAE. This result also aligns380

with our automatic evaluation on the distinctive-381

ness (Table 2), and it demonstrates that COCOSUM382

can produce more distinctive contrastive and com-383

mon summaries.384

Lastly, we conduct a summary content support385

study to evaluate how faithful the generated sum-386

maries are toward the input reviews. The results387

indicate that all methods show comparable perfor-388

mance while COCOSUM is slightly better than the389

others. The results are presented in the Appendix.390

5 Analysis391

5.1 Distinctiveness in Generated Summaries392

In addition to the summarization quality, distinc-393

tiveness is another important factor for comparative394

Contrastive (Intra-ROUGE F1↓) R1 R2 RL

BiMeanVAE (Iso et al., 2021) 68.23 49.12 54.81
COCOSUM 32.75 7.39 18.98

w/o Co-decoding 41.54 14.54 26.93

Human upper bound 38.07 7.94 20.17

Common (Inter-ROUGE F1↓) R1 R2 RL

BiMeanVAE (Iso et al., 2021) 71.61 50.52 59.84
COCOSUM 55.69 37.93 50.35

w/o Co-decoding 82.31 70.91 78.54

Human upper bound 38.18 16.72 30.11

Table 4: Intra-ROUGE scores for contrastive summary
generation (above) and Inter-ROUGE scores for com-
mon summary generation (below.)

opinion summarization to help the user pick one 395

against the other. Therefore, we conduct additional 396

analysis to investigate the quality of distinctiveness 397

in generated summaries. 398

How distinctive are generated contrastive sum- 399

maries for each entity pair? To complement 400

our experiments on the distinctiveness score (in 401

Table 2), which considers both types of generated 402

summaries, we further evaluate intra-entity-pair 403

ROUGE (Intra-ROUGE) scores only between two 404

contrastive summaries for each entity pair to mea- 405

sure the intra-entity-pair distinctiveness. 406

Table 4 (above) shows that COCOSUM signifi- 407

cantly outperforms the state-of-the-art opinion sum- 408

marization model (BiMeanVAE) and the ablated 409

version of COCOSUM (i.e., w/o Co-decoding.) The 410

results confirm that Co-decoding successfully gen- 411

erates contrastive summaries that contain distinc- 412

tive opinions of each other. 413

Does Co-decoding address the overly generic 414

summary issue for common summaries? While 415

the base few-shot learning summarization model 416

suffers from generating overly generic summaries, 417

COCOSUM with Co-decoding should alleviate this 418

issue since it highlights entity-pair specific to- 419

kens from the contrastive summarization model. 420

To verify this, we use an alternative distinctive- 421

ness metric—the inter-entity-pair ROUGE (Inter- 422

ROUGE) scores. 423

Similar to the Intra-ROUGE scores, COCO- 424

SUM also shows strong performance for the Inter- 425

ROUGE scores as shown in Table 4 (below.) The 426

results confirm that Co-decoding successfully ad- 427

dresses the overly generic summary issue, indicat- 428

ing that COCOSUM generates a meaningful com- 429

mon summary for each entity pair. 430
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COCOSUM The hotel was available with a deal via the hotel , but there were some issues with the elevator
and lines were a bit plain. Overall this is a perfect hotel for solo stays in Rome and not far
from Campiano Airport. The rooms in the hotel are not huge but comfortable and clean. The
bathrooms are gorgeous and the rooms make the day extra special. The hotel upgraded rooms
to have Boschari toiletries on the bed each day. The elevator was a bit plain and the lines were
too lines. The hotel staff are always courteous and helpful. Every member of staff have loads of
great advice and recommendations for local attractions and sight-seeing. The hotel provides
a good size buffet and on roof top garden you can enjoy a nice shower.

w/o Co-decoding This is a perfect hotel for any type of stay and you will want to keep coming back for the tranquillity,
unbeatable price and the great service. This hotel is in a really bustling area of Rome and close to
the main sights of the city. The rooms in the hotel are a good size, with spacious bathrooms and
even some really great chocolates on the bed. The hotel staff are very helpful and always willing
to help out with their polite manners. The breakfast provided by the hotel was really good, although
a little bit basic. The elevator in this hotel is a little bit old but it’s in good condition.

Table 5: Contrastive summaries (Entity ID: 203083) generated by COCOSUM with and w/o Co-decoding. Distinc-
tive (desired) / common (undesired) opinions are color-coded and hallucinated content is in italics.

Entity IDs: 203083 & 208552 Entity IDs: 305947 & 305813

COCOSUM The staff at the hotel were very helpful and
friendly. The hotel is situated in a bustling
area of Rome.

The staff at the hotel were very helpful and nice
to guests. The hotel is in a working class area
of Kowloon.

w/o Co-decoding The staff at the hotel are friendly and the rooms
are clean.

The staff at the hotel are very helpful and the
rooms are clean.

Table 6: Common summaries generated by COCOSUM with and w/o Co-decoding for two example entity pairs.
Common opinions are in magenta and entity-pair specific opinions are highlighted in bold.

5.2 Analysis on Co-decoding Design431

Our design of Co-decoding uses different types of432

distribution aggregation methods for contrastive433

(Eq. (1)) and common summary generation (Eq.434

(2).) To support those intuitive designs, we examine435

how the quality of generated summaries is affected436

when different configurations in Co-decoding are437

used for each task. The full table is presented in438

the Appendix.439

Contrastive Summary Generation First, we440

tested the MoE style aggregation that is used for441

contrastive summary generation. Specifically, we442

use addition to combine the original distribution443

and the ratio distribution instead of multiplication:444

p
A\B
cont (Yt) +

(
p
A\B
cont (Yt)/p

B\A
cont (Yt)

)δ
.445

With this configuration, we observe significant446

degradation of summarization quality (e.g., 11.05447

on R1) due to a serious distribution collapse issue in448

the aggregated token probability distribution. This449

is mainly caused by the lack of the cancellation450

effect obtained by the PoE style aggregation. That451

is, if the probability of a token were low in the452

ratio distribution, it would be canceled out via the453

multiplication operation.454

We also tested another way to highlight con-455

trastive opinions using the common summary gen-456

eration model for the ratio distribution. That is,457

we replace the ratio distribution in Eq. (1) with 458

p
A\B
cont (Yt)/p

A∩B
comm(Yt). It shows competitive per- 459

formance as the original design with respect to 460

the Intra-ROUGE scores (e.g., 33.13 on Intra-R1). 461

However, this configuration does not perform well 462

in the summarization performance (e.g., 34.90 on 463

R1.) This may be attributed to the fact that the con- 464

trastive and common summaries have significantly 465

different characteristics, especially in the writing 466

style and the summary length. Therefore, when the 467

decoding step goes beyond the average length of 468

common summaries, the common summary gener- 469

ation model might not provide a meaningful token 470

probability distribution, which can harm summary 471

generation by Co-decoding. 472

Common Summary Generation Similarly, we 473

verified the effectiveness of the PoE style config- 474

uration for common summary generation. That 475

is, we use multiplication instead of addition: 476

pA∩Bcomm(Yt)
∏

E∈{A\B,B\A} p
E
cont(Yt)

γ . 477

This configuration performs competitively with 478

the original Co-decoding for the standard ROUGE 479

scores while the Inter-ROUGE scores were signifi- 480

cantly degraded (e.g., 39.86 on R1, 61.28 on Inter- 481

R1.) This indicates that PoE focuses too much on 482

the tokens that are likely to appear in both con- 483

trastive and common summaries, and thus it tends 484
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to generate overly generic summaries.485

5.3 Qualitative Analysis486

Contrastive Summary Generation Table 5487

shows example generations by COCOSUM with488

and w/o Co-decoding for contrastive summary gen-489

eration. While both models generate summaries490

that are consistent with the target entity reviews,491

the summaries generated by COCOSUM w/o Co-492

decoding tend to contain common opinions that are493

true for both of the entities and are against the pur-494

pose of comparative opinion summarization. On495

the contrary, COCOSUM contains more contrastive496

opinions for users to compare the entities.497

Common Opinion Summarization Table 6498

shows examples of common summaries generated499

by COCOSUM with and w/o Co-decoding for two500

entity pairs. Compared to w/o method, COCO-501

SUM can generate common summaries that contain502

entity-pair specific opinions in addition to com-503

mon opinions. Meanwhile, COCOSUM w/o Co-504

decoding generates summaries with generic opin-505

ions, which is a limitation of the few-shot learning506

approach as it is biased by the training data.507

6 Related Work508

Abstractive Opinion Summarization aims to509

generate a fluent summary that reflects salient opin-510

ions in input reviews. Due to the lack of sufficient511

amount of reference summaries, the most common512

solution is the unsupervised approach (Chu and513

Liu, 2019; Bražinskas et al., 2020b; Amplayo et al.,514

2021; Elsahar et al., 2021; Im et al., 2021; Wang515

and Wan, 2021; Isonuma et al., 2021, inter alia).516

Recent opinion summarization models use the517

few-shot learning approach that fine-tunes a pre-518

trained Transformer model with a limited amount519

of pairs of input reviews and reference summaries.520

Bražinskas et al. (2020a) and Oved and Levy (2021)521

show that the few-shot learning approach substan-522

tially outperforms unsupervised learning models.523

All the existing methods listed above are de-524

signed for general opinion summarization and, thus,525

are not necessarily suitable for comparative opinion526

summarization, as shown in the experiments.527

Comparative Summarization There is a line of528

work on extracting comparative information from529

single/multiple documents. Lerman and McDon-530

ald (2009) defined the contrastive summarization531

problem and presented early work on the prob-532

lem. Their method selects sentences so that two533

sets of summaries can highlight differences. Wang 534

et al. (2013) developed an extractive summarization 535

method for a problem of Comparative Document 536

Summarization, which is to select the most discrim- 537

inative sentences from a given set of documents. 538

Bista et al. (2019) tackled a similar problem by 539

selecting documents that represent in-cluster doc- 540

uments while they are useful to distinguish from 541

other clusters. 542

Other studies (Kim and Zhai, 2009; Huang et al., 543

2011; Sipos and Joachims, 2013; Ren et al., 2017) 544

tackled similar tasks by developing extracting sen- 545

tences/phrases from given sets of documents for 546

comparative document analysis. Topic models 547

have been also used to capture comparative topics 548

for better understanding text corpora, but they do 549

not generate textual summaries (Ren and de Rijke, 550

2015; He et al., 2016; Ibeke et al., 2017). 551

Our work differs from the existing work in two 552

points. First, none of them focuses on generating 553

common summaries. Second, all of the previous 554

studies for contrastive summary generation use the 555

extractive approach. To the best of our knowledge, 556

we are the first to develop an opinion summariza- 557

tion model and a benchmark for the abstractive con- 558

trastive and common summary generation tasks. 559

7 Conclusions 560

In this paper, we propose a new comparative opin- 561

ion summarization task, which aims to generate 562

contrastive and common summaries from reviews 563

of a pair of entities, to help the user answer the ques- 564

tion “Which one should I pick?” To this end, we 565

develop a comparative summarization framework 566

COCOSUM, which consists of two few-shot sum- 567

marization models; COCOSUM also implements 568

Co-decoding, which jointly uses the token proba- 569

bility distribution of each model to generate more 570

distinctive summaries in the decoding step. 571

For evaluation, we created a comparative opin- 572

ion summarization benchmark COCOTRIP based 573

on the TripAdvisor review corpus. Experimental re- 574

sults on COCOTRIP show that COCOSUM with Co- 575

decoding significantly outperforms existing opin- 576

ion summarization models with respect to both 577

summarization quality and distinctiveness. We also 578

confirm that Co-decoding successfully augments 579

COCOSUM, so it can generate more distinctive con- 580

trastive and common summaries than other models 581

through comprehensive analysis. 582
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Abst. Cont. Comm.

Chu and Liu (2019) 3
Bražinskas et al. (2020a,b) 3
Lerman and McDonald (2009) 3
Huang et al. (2011) 3
Sipos and Joachims (2013) 3

Ren et al. (2017)† 3 3

This work 3 3 3

Table 7: Novelty of comparative opinion summariza-
tion against existing (opinion) summarization tasks.
This work is the first task that targets to generate ab-
stractive summaries (Abst.) for contrastive (Cont.) and
common (Comm.) opinions. Note that Ren et al. (2017)
extract keywords instead of creating textual summary.

A Comparative Opinion Summarization789

Table 7 shows the task comparison against existing790

summarization tasks. Comparative opinion sum-791

marization is the first work that aims to generate792

abstractive summaries for contrastive and common793

opinions.794

B The COCOTRIP Corpus795

B.1 Entity-Pair Selection796

For comparative opinion summarization, each of797

the selected entity pairs should always be compa-798

rable. To achieve this goal, we leverage the meta799

information of hotels in the TripAdviros corpus to800

make sure that the selected entity pairs always lo-801

cate in the same region (e.g., Key West of Florida.)802

B.2 Annotation803

The input for each entity pair includes 16 reviews,804

which may be too difficult for human writers to805

write summaries from. Thus, we used a two-stage806

annotation method to ensure the quality of refer-807

ence summaries.808

Sentence Annotation Our first annotation task809

focuses on obtaining a set of sentences that contain810

contrastive and common opinions. Since the aver-811

age number of sentences in each entity pair (90 in812

COCOTRIP) was too many to annotate at once, we813

grouped sentences based on their aspect category814

to further simplify the annotation task, In particular,815

we first split input reviews into sentences. Then,816

we grouped sentences into 6 aspect categories (i.e.,817

general, staff, food, location, room, and others) us-818

ing a BERT-based aspect category classifier trained819

with 3K labeled sentences. By doing so, we ensure820

that the number of sentences annotators need to821

Contrastive ROUGE F1↑ Intra-ROUGE F1↓
R1 R2 RL R1 R2 RL

Original (Eq. (1)) 39.05 10.17 21.51 32.75 7.39 18.98
Mixture-of-Experts 11.05 1.12 6.93 3.56 0.04 2.51
pcont/pcomm 34.90 7.34 18.32 33.13 7.42 18.32

Common ROUGE F1↑ Inter-ROUGE F1↓
R1 R2 RL R1 R2 RL

Original (Eq. (2)) 39.38 15.06 30.11 55.69 37.93 50.35
Product-of-Experts 39.86 15.08 30.59 61.28 43.44 55.27

Table 8: Summarization performance and Intra/Inter-
ROUGE scores by COCOSUM with different Co-
decoding configurations. The mixture-of-experts con-
figuration does not generate contrastive summaries
with an acceptable quality. Thus, its low Intra-ROUGE
scores are not meaningful.

review each time is no more than 20. For every 822

sentence from entity eA (eB), we asked human an- 823

notators to compare it against a group of reference 824

sentences of the same aspect category from entity 825

eB (eA) and to distinguish whether it contains any 826

common opinions that also appear in the reference 827

sentences. 828

We collected 3 annotations and finalized the la- 829

bel through a majority vote. We obtained labels 830

suggesting whether it contains contrastive or com- 831

mon opinions for every sentence in the entity pairs 832

with the sentence annotation task. 833

Summary Collection In the second annotation 834

task, we first asked human writers to write aspect- 835

based summaries. To exclude unreliable labels ob- 836

tained in the previous step, we displayed two sets of 837

sentences, one from each entity, to human writers 838

for the summary collection task. This helps hu- 839

man writers ignore irrelevant or incorrectly labeled 840

sentences. For example, to obtain the contrastive 841

summary for aspect location, we first show two 842

corresponding sets of contrastive sentences from 843

both eA and eB based on the labels we collected 844

in the previous annotation step. Then, we asked 845

human writers to write two contrastive summaries 846

for eA and eB , respectively. Similarly, we asked 847

human writers to write a single common summary 848

by showing two corresponding sets of common 849

sentences. By doing so, we obtained aspect-based 850

summaries for each entity pair, which are then con- 851

catenated into a reference summary. For every 852

entity pair, we collected 3 reference summaries for 853

each of two contrastive summary generation and 854

one common summary generation tasks. 855
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Full Partial No
(↑) (↑) (↓)

BiMeanVAE 60.9% 24.0% 15.1%
COCOSUM 62.2% 24.6% 13.1%

w/o Co-decoding 60.6% 26.1% 13.3%

Table 9: Human evaluation on content support

C Additional Evaluation Results856

C.1 Baselines857

To access the quality of COCOSUM, we evalu-858

ated the performance of a variety of baseline ap-859

proaches:860

LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004): The classic861

unsupervised opinion summarization solution;862

LexRankBERT (Erkan and Radev, 2004; Reimers863

and Gurevych, 2019): LexRank approach with Sen-864

tence BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) embed-865

dings3;866

MeanSum (Chu and Liu, 2019): the unsupervised867

single entity opinin summarization solution4;868

OpinionDigest (Suhara et al., 2020): a weakly su-869

pervised opinion summarization approach5;870

CopyCat (Bražinskas et al., 2020b): a single entity871

opinion summarization solution based on leave-872

one-out reconstruction6;873

BiMeanVAE (Iso et al., 2021): an optimized single874

entity opinion summarization solution7 for Mean-875

Sum.876

C.2 Human Evaluation877

Table 9 shows the human evaluation results on con-878

tent support. For every sentence in the generated879

contrastive/common summary, we obtain the re-880

view sentences that human annotators labeled as881

“contrastive”/“common” during the COCOTRIP cre-882

ation process, and ask human annotators to judge883

if the summary sentence is fully, partially, or not884

supported by the corresponding reviews. As shown,885

all methods show compatible performance while886

COCOSUM is slightly better than the others.887

3https://github.com/UKPLab/
sentence-transformers

4https://github.com/sosuperic/MeanSum
5https://github.com/megagonlabs/

opiniondigest
6https://github.com/abrazinskas/

Copycat-abstractive-opinion-summarizer
7https://github.com/megagonlabs/coop

D Full qualitative example 888

Table 10 shows the full generated contrastive sum- 889

maries shown in Table 5 for the entity pair, 203083 890

and 208552. 891
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COCOSUM Intra-ROUGE1/2/L = (41.48, 5.97, 18.52)

Entity ID: 203083 Entity ID: 208552
The hotel was available with a deal via the hotel , but
there were some issues with the elevator and lines
were a bit plain . Overall this is a perfect hotel for
solo stays in Rome and not far from Campiano Air-
port . The rooms in the hotel are not huge but com-
fortable and clean . The bathrooms are gorgeous and
the rooms make the day extra special . The hotel up-
graded rooms to have Boschari toiletries on the bed
each day . The elevator was a bit plain and the lines
were too lines . The hotel staff are always courteous
and helpful . Every member of staff have loads of
great advice and recommendations for local attrac-
tions and sight-seeing . The hotel provides a good
size buffet and on roof top garden you can enjoy a
nice shower .

Hotel Campo de Fiori is great for sight-seeing in
Rome and is n’t cheap because it ’s European-sized
but it ’s beautiful and well appointed . The hotel is situ-
ated near the ancient centre of Rome but a 5 minute
walk to most of the sites , 20-minute walk to the
library and restaurant La Scalla and The Library
are both great restaurants but the rooms here are
smaller in size but they are decorated with charac-
ter and have a great view of the historic area . The
staff at the hotel were extremely helpful and made you
feel so welcome there . The food is good here and offers
both breakfast and orange juice . It ’s a little disap-
pointing to see the food restrict to the basics of the
food as it is in a claustrophobic room .

COCOSUM w/o Co-decoding Intra-ROUGE1/2/L = (59.14, 26.67, 35.02)

Entity ID: 203083 Entity ID: 208552
This is a perfect hotel for any type of stay and you

will want to keep coming back for the tranquillity , un-
beatable price and the great service . This hotel is in a
really bustling area of Rome and close to the main sights
of the city . The rooms in the hotel are a good size ,
with spacious bathrooms and even some really great
chocolates on the bed . The hotel staff are very helpful
and always willing to help out with their polite manners
. The breakfast provided by the hotel was really good ,
although a little bit basic . The elevator in this hotel is
a little bit old but it ’s in good condition .

This is a perfect hotel with a central location and superb
roofterrace . It is also a great place to drink some
wine in the hours leading up to sunset . The location
of this hotel is great for those wanting to relax and have
a few drinks , as well as the view deck in the room
was really great . The hotel ’s rooms are smaller in
size but are clean and with a good view of the historic
area of Rome . The bathroom in the room was great
. The hotel staff are so helpful and always willing to
help out with their polite manners . The hotel provides a
great breakfast and both the breakfast and the wine will
be great . The hotel ’s location is excellent for those
wanting to relax and have a few drinks , as there is a
great view over the river .

Table 10: Contrastive summaries generated by COCOSUM with and w/o Co-decoding for an example entity pair.
Distinctive (common) opinions are highlighted in blue (orange), and hallucinated content is in italics.
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